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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION POLICY & PUBLICATION SCHEME

1. SECTION 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1. This polic is based on the Aspirations Academies Trust template Freedom of

Information Polic & Publication Scheme.

1.2. This is the Aspirations Academies Trust s publication scheme on information

available under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, as applicable to

Bovington Academ

1.3. The Freedom of Information Act 2000 gives individuals the right to access

official information from public bodies. Under the Act, an person has a legal

right to ask for access to information held b the Academ . The are entitled to

be told whether the Academ holds the information, and to receive a cop ,

subject to certain e emptions. While the Act assumes openness, it recognises

that certain information is sensitive. There are e emptions to protect this

information. Full details on how requests can be made are set out in section 2

of this polic .

1.4. Public Authorities should be clear and proactive about the information the will

make public. For this reason, a publication scheme is available and can be

found at section 3 of this polic .

1.5. This polic does not form part of an individual s terms and conditions of

emplo ment with the Academ and is not intended to have contractual

effect.

1.6. This polic should be used in conjunction with the Academ s Data Protection

Polic .
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2. SECTION 2 FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUESTS

2.1. Requests under Freedom of Information should be made to the School

Business Manager (Claire Woodward). If an other staff member receives a

FOI request, then the should forward this to the above postholder.

2.2. Requests for information that are not data protection or environmental

information requests will be covered b the Freedom of Information Act: -

Da a P ec e e ( b ec acce e e /SAR ) are

requests where the enquirer asks to see what personal information the

Academ holds about the enquirer. If the enquir is a Data Protection

request, the Academ s Data Protection Polic should be followed.

● E e a I a Re a e e are those which relate

to air, water, land, natural sites, built environment, flora and fauna,

health, and an decisions and activities affecting an of these. These

could, therefore, include enquiries about rec cling, phone masts,

Academ pla ing fields, car parking etc. If the enquir is about

environmental information, follow the guidance on the Department for

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) website.

2.3. Freedom of Information requests be made in writing, (including email),

and should include the enquirer s name, correspondence address (email

addresses are allowed), and state what information the require. There must be

enough information in the request to be able to identif and locate the

information. If this information is covered b one of the other pieces of

legislation (as referred to above), the will be dealt with under the relevant

polic /procedure related to that request.
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2.4. If the request is ambiguous and/or the Academ requires further information in

order to deal with the request, the Academ will request this further information

directl from the individual making the request. Please note that the Academ

does not have to deal with the request until further information is received.

Therefore, the time limit starts from the date that the Academ receives all

information required in order to deal with the request.

2.5. The requester does not have to mention the Act, nor do the have to sa wh

the want the information. There is a dut to respond to all requests, telling the

enquirer whether or not the information is held, and suppl ing an information

that is held, e cept where e emptions appl . There is a time limit of 20

Academ 1 da s (i.e. e cluding Academ holida s) for responding to the

request.

Information

2.6. Provided all requirements are met for a valid request to be made, the

Academ will provide the information that it holds (unless an e emption

applies).

2.7. Information in this conte t is the information that relates to the business of the

Academ :

- That the Academ has created; or

- That the Academ has received from another bod or person; or

- Held b another bod on the Academ s behalf.

1 The Academ has 20 working da s in which to respond to a request. Working da s e clude
Saturda s, Sunda s, bank holida s, school holida s and inset or training da s where pupils
are not present. The ma imum period in which the Academ have to respond (counting
school holida s and inset da s) is 60 da s.
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2.8. Information means both hard cop and digital information, including email.

2.9. If the information is held b another public authorit , such as the Local

Authorit , first check with them if the hold it, then transfer the request to them.

If this applies, the Academ will notif the enquirer that the do not hold the

information and to whom the have transferred the request. The Academ will

continue to answer an parts of the enquir in respect of information it does

hold.

2.10. When the Academ does not hold the information, it has d c ea e

ac i e i just to answer the enquir ; although a reasonable search will be

made before confirming whether the Academ has the information requested.

2.11. If the information requested is alread in the public domain, for instance,

through the Publication Scheme or on the Academ s website, the Academ

will direct the enquirer to the information and e plain how to access it.

2.12. The requester has the right to be told if the information requested is held b the

Academ (subject to an of the e emptions). This obligation is known as the

Academ s d c fi de that it holds the information. However, the

Academ does not have to confirm or den if:-

- The e emption is an absolute e emption; or

- In the case of qualified e emptions, confirming or den ing would itself

disclose e empted information.

Vexatious requests
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2.13. There is no obligation on the Academ to compl with ve atious requests. A

ve atious request is one which is designed to cause inconvenience,

harassment or e pense rather than to obtain information, and would require a

substantial diversion of resources or would otherwise undermine the work of the

Academ . However, this does not provide an e cuse for bad records

management.

2.14. In addition, the Academ does not have to compl with repeated identical or

substantiall similar requests from the same applicant unless a reasonable

interval has elapsed between requests.

Fees

2.15. The Academ ma charge the requester a fee for providing the requested

information. This will be dependent on whether the staffing costs in compl ing

with the request e ceeds the threshold. At the time of establishing this Polic ,

the threshold is 450 with staff costs calculated at a fi ed rate of 25 per hour

(therefore 18 hours work is required before the threshold is reached). The

h e h d a d h a e be a ied b he Acade i be ad ed i

acc da ce i h a f e cha ge a i i .

2.16. If a request would cost less than the threshold, then the Academ can onl

charge for the cost of informing the applicant whether the information is held,

and communicating the information to the applicant (e.g. photocop ing,

printing and postage costs).

2.17. When calculating costs/threshold, the Academ can take account of the staff

costs/time in determining whether the information is held b the Academ ,

locating and retrieving the information, and e tracting the information from
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other documents. The Academ will not take account of the costs involved

with considering whether information is e empt under the Act.

2.18. If a request would cost more than the appropriate limit, ( 450, subject to review

as set out in 2.15) the Academ can turn the request down, answer and

charge a fee or answer and waive the fee.

2.19. If the Academ is going to charge it will send the enquirer a fees notice. The

Academ does not have to compl with the request until the fee has been

paid. More details on fees can be found on the ICO website.

2.20. If planning to turn down a request for cost reasons, or charge a high fee, the

applicant will be contacted in advance to discuss whether the would prefer

the scope of the request to be modified so that, for e ample, it would cost less

than the appropriate limit.

2.21. Where two or more requests are made to the Academ b different people

who appear to be acting together or as part of a campaign the estimated

cost of compl ing with an of the requests ma be taken to be the estimated

total cost of compl ing with them all.

Time limits

2.22. Compliance with a request must be prompt and within the time limit of 20

Academ da s (see e planation on footnote page 3). Failure to compl could

result in a complaint b the requester to the Information Commissioner s Office.

The response time starts counting as the first da from the ne t working da

after the request is received (so if a request was received on Monda 6th

October the time limit would start from the ne t working da , Tuesda 7th

October).
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2.23. Where the Academ has asked the enquirer for more information to enable it

to answer, the 20 Academ da s start time begins when this further information

has been received.

2.24. If some information is e empt this will be detailed in the Academ s response.

2.25. If a qualified e emption applies and the Academ needs more time to

consider the public interest test, the Academ will repl in 20 Academ da s

stating that an e emption applies but include an estimate of the date b

which a decision on the public interest test will be made. This should be within a

reasonable time.

2.26. Where the Academ has notified the enquirer that a charge is to be made, the

time period stops until pa ment is received.

Third party data

2.27. Consultation of third parties ma be required if their interests could be affected

b release of the information requested, and an such consultation ma

influence the decision.

2.28. Consultation will be necessar where:

- Disclosure of information ma affect the legal rights of a third part , such as

the right to have certain information treated in confidence or rights under

Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights;

- The views of the third part ma assist the Academ to determine if

information is e empt from disclosure; or



- The views of the third part ma assist the Academ to determine the

public interest test.

2.29. Personal information requested b third parties is also e empt under this polic

where release of that information would breach the Data Protection Act. If a

request is made for a document (e.g. Governing Board minutes) which

contains personal information, the release of which to a third part would

breach the Data Protection Act, the document ma be issued b blanking out

the relevant personal information (redaction).

Exemptions

2.30. The presumption of the Freedom of Information Act is that the Academ will

disclose information unless the Act provides a specific reason to withhold it. The

Act recognises the need to preserve confidentialit and protect sensitive

material in certain circumstances.

2.31. The Academ ma refuse all/part of a request, if one of the following applies:

1) There is an e emption to disclosure within the act;

2) The information sought is not held;

3) The request is considered ve atious or repeated; or

4) The cost of compliance e ceeds the threshold.

2.32. A series of e emptions are set out in the Act which allow the withholding of

information in relation to an enquir . Some are ver specialised in their

application (such as national securit ) and would not usuall be relevant to

Academies.

2.33. There are two general categories of e emptions:-



1) Absolute: where there is no requirement to confirm or den that the

information is held, disclose the information or consider the public interest;

and

2) Qualified: where, even if an e emption applies, there is a dut to consider

the public interest in disclosing information.

Absolute exemptions

2.34. There are eight absolute e emptions set out in the Act. However the following

are the onl absolute e emptions which will appl to the Academ :

- Information accessible to the enquirer b other means (for e ample b wa

of the Academ s Publication Scheme);

- National Securit /Court Records;

- Personal information (i.e. information which would be covered b the Data

Protection Act);

- Information provided in confidence.

2.35. If an absolute e emption e ists, it means that disclosure is not required b the

Act. However, a decision could be taken to ignore the e emption and release

the information taking into account all the facts of the case if it is felt necessar

to do so.

Qualified exemptions

2.36. If one of the below e emptions appl (i.e. a qualified disclosure), there is also a

dut to consider the public interest in confirming or den ing that the

information e ists and in disclosing information.
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2.37. The qualified e emptions under the Act which would be applicable to the

Academ are:

- Information requested is intended for future publication (and it is

reasonable in all the circumstances for the requester to wait until such time

that the information is actuall published);

- Reasons of National Securit ;

- Government/International Relations;

- Release of the information is likel to prejudice an actual or potential legal

action or formal investigation involving the Academ ;

- Law enforcement (i.e. if disclosure would prejudice the prevention or

detection of crime, the prosecution of offenders or the administration of

justice);

- Release of the information would prejudice the abilit of the Academ to

carr out an effective audit of its accounts, resources and functions;

- For Health and Safet purposes;

- Information requested is Environmental information;

- Information requested is subject to Legal professional privilege; and

- For C e cia I e e reasons.

2.38. Where the potential e emption is a qualified e emption, the Academ will

consider the public interest test to identif if the public interest in appl ing the

e emption outweighs the public interest in disclosing it.

2.39. In all cases, before writing to the enquirer, the person given responsibilit b the

Academ for dealing with the request will need to ensure that the case has

been properl considered, and that the reasons for refusal, or public interest

test refusal, are sound.
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2.40. Refusal

2.41. If it is decided to refuse a request, the Academ will send a refusals notice,

which must contain:

- The fact that the responsible person cannot provide the information asked

for;

- Which e emption(s) appl ;

- Wh the e emption(s) appl to this enquir (if it is not self-evident);

- Reasons for refusal; and

- The Academ s complaints procedure.

2.42. For monitoring purposes and in case of an appeal against a decision not to

release the information or an investigation b the Information Commissioner,

the responsible person must keep a record of all enquiries where all or part of

the requested information is withheld and e emptions are claimed. The record

must include the reasons for the decision to withhold the information.

3. SECTION 3 FREEDOM OF INFORMATION PUBLICATION SCHEME

Introduction
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3.1. This publication scheme follows a model approved b the Information

Commissioner s Office.

3.2. This scheme is not a list of individual publications but rather a description of the

classes of t pes of information that we are committed to publishing. This list is

not an e haustive list of all of the t pes of information that we publish. We tr to

proactivel publish as much information as we can where the information

would have a wider public interest.

3.3. This scheme does not include information that we consider to be sensitive, such

as personal information, information prevented from disclosure b law or

information about securit matters.

Classes of information

3.4. There are si classes of information that we hold: -

Who we are and what we do

What we spend and how we spend it

What our priorities are and how we are doing

How we make decisions

Our policies and procedures

The services we offer
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Making information available

3.5. Information will generall be made available on the Academ s website.

Where it is not possible to include this information on the Academ s website,

or when an individual does not wish to access the information b the website

the Academ will indicate how information can be obtained b other means

and provide it b those means. This ma be detailed in response to a request

or within the scheme itself. This will usuall be b wa of a paper cop .

3.6. In some e ceptional circumstances, some information ma be available onl

b viewing in person. Where this manner is specified, contact details will be

provided. An appointment to view the information will be arranged within a

reasonable timescale.

3.7. Information will be provided in the language in which it is held or in such other

language that is legall required. Where we are legall required to translate

an information, we shall do so.

Charges for information published under this scheme

3.8. The Academ ma charge individuals for information published under this

scheme. The purpose of this scheme is to make the ma imum amount of

information readil available at the minimum inconvenience and cost to the

public. Charges made b the Academ for routinel published material will be

justified and transparent and kept to a minimum.

3.9. Material which is published and accessed on the website will be provided free

of charge.
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3.10. Charges ma be made for information subject to a charging regime specified

b law.

3.11. Charges will be made to cover:

- Photocop ing;

- Postage and Packaging; &

- The costs directl incurred as a result of viewing information.

3.12. Single copies of information requested which are covered b the publication

scheme will be provided free unless otherwise stated within the scheme. If the

request involved a large amount of photocop ing, printing or postage, then

this ma be at a cost. If this is the case we will let ou know as well as let ou

know the cost before fulfilling our request.

How to request information

3.13. If ou require a paper version of an of the documents within the scheme

please contact the Academ using the contact details below.

Telephone: 01929 462744

Email: office@bovington-aspirations.org

Address: Bovington Academ , Holt Road, Bovington, Wareham, Dorset, BH20

6LE

Please mark all correspondence P b ica i Sche e Re e in order to help

us process our request quickl . If the information ou are looking for isn t

available via the scheme, ou can still contact the Academ to ask if we have

this information.
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The publication schedule

3.14. The publication schedule is set in the following tables.

Classes of information currently published

Class 1 who we are and what we do current information onl

How it can be
obtained

Schedule of
charges

Instrument of Government
A ec d f he a e a d ca eg f
he Acade ie a d he a e a d
c i i f i T B a d

Hard cop - contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Trust Board
The a e a d c ac de ai f he
Di ec

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

Free

Individual Academy Session Times
and Term Dates

Individual Academ
websites

Free

Location and contact
information
The add e , e e h e be a d
eb i e f he i di id a acade ie
i h he a e f e e e

Individual Academ
websites

Free

Class 2 What we spend and how we spend it (financial information about
projected and actual income and e penditure, procurement, contracts and
financial audit. Current and previous two financial years as a minimum.

How it can be
obtained

Schedule of
charges

Trust Budget
- B dge di ib ed b he D fE
- A a i c e a d e e di e
e

Hard cop - contact
Compan Secretar

Companies House

charge
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Capital funding and information on
related building projects and other
capital projects

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Additional Funding I c e ge e a i
a d he ce f f di g

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Procurement and Contracts
- P ced e f c i g g d a d
e ice

- De ai f c ac ha ha e g e
h gh a f a e de i g ce

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Staffing Structure Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Governors/Trustees Allowances
A a ce a d e e e ha ca be
cai ed i c ed

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Class 3 What are our priorities are and how we are doing (S a egie a d a ,
e f a ce i dica , a di , i ec i a d e ie .) Current information as a

minimum: -
How it can be
obtained

Schedule of
charges

Academy Profile
- G e e ied e f a ce
da a
- La e Of ed e

Individual Academ
websites

Free

Performance Management
P ic a d ced e ad ed b
he T

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Future Plans
A a a f he f e f
he T /Acade ie

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Every Child Matters/Child
Safeguarding

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge
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P icie a d ced e ha a e i
ace e e ha f c i a e

e e ci ed i h a ie afeg a di g
a d i g he e fa e f chi d e
i c ia ce i h a g ida ce
i ed b he Sec e a f S a e.

Class 4 How we make decisions. Current and previous three years as a minimum:-

How it can be
obtained

Schedule of
charges

Admissions policy/decisions
I di id a acade ad i i
a a ge e a d ced e

ge he i h i f a i ab he
igh f a ea .

Individual Academ
websites

Free

Minutes of the Local Academy
Councils and the Trust Board
Mi e , age da a d a e
c ide ed a ch ee i g i h he
e ce i f i f a i ha i

e c ide ed he i a e
he ee i g

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Class 5 Our policies and procedures. (W i e c , icie a d ced e
f de i e i g e ice a d e ibi i ie .) C e a .

How it can be
obtained

Schedule of
charges

Trust Policies e.g.
- Cha gi g a d e i i ic
- Hea h a d afe
- C ai ced e

Hard cop - contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Student and Curriculum Policies
- H e-Acade Ag ee e
- Se Ed ca i
- SEND P ic
- S de Di ci i e

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Records Management and Personal
Data Policies

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge
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Equality and Diversity
P icie , che e , a e e ,

ced e a d g ide i e e a i g
e a i ie

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Policies and Procedures for the
Recruitment of Staff

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Charging Regimes and Policies Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Class 6 Lists and registers (C e ai ai ed i a d egi e ).

How it can be
obtained

Schedule of
charges

Curriculum circulars and statutory
instruments
S a I e (f e a e
Reg a i )

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Disclosure logs
L g f i f a i ided i
e e e e

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Assets register Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

Any information the Trust is currently
legally required to hold in publicly
available registers. NOT INCLUDING
ATTENDANCE REGISTERS

Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

charge

The services individual Academy s
offer e.g.
- E a-c ic a ac i i ie
- Acade b ica i

Individual Academ
websites
Hard cop contact
Compan Secretar

Free

charge

Complaints and/or Appeals

3.15. An written (including email) e pression of dissatisfaction should be handled

through the Academ s Complaints Polic .
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3.16. If, on e haustion of the Complaint Polic , the outcome is that the Academ s

original decision or action is upheld, then the applicant can appeal to the

Information Commissioner (ICO). The appeal can be made via their website or

in writing to: Customer Contact, Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe

House Water Lane Wilmslow Cheshire SK9 5AF. The ICO s Enquir Information

Line is 01625 545700 and the ma be contacted b email at :

publications@ic-foi.demon.co.uk . The ICO website is: https://ico.org.uk/ .
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